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Wellness Center letting students
fall through the cracks
Imagine paying tens of thousands of dollars to attend a school whose
counseling center is a glorified directory

MAEVE DRURY
CONTRIBUTOR
(The views expressed in the
editorial and op-ed sections
are not necessarily those
of The USD Vista Staff, the
University of San Diego, or
its student body)
When I was a freshman at
USD, I was diagnosed with a
chronic disease with no cure and
minimal treatment options. The
shock and sorrow of this made it
hard to manage my new diagnosis
with my academics. I was
already dealing with anxiety and
depression and the transition to
college was really difficult. I knew
I needed help to get through this.
After speaking with my
academic advisor, they directed
me to meet with one of the Deans
of Students. I wanted to find a
way to get support and continue
moving forward in my college
career.
The dean I spoke to was kind,
but suggested I take a leave of
absence. Although I was having
difficulties, I didn’t want to take

On top of midterms, students worry about substantial wellness resources at school.

such a drastic measure just yet;
it felt like giving up prematurely.
The dean then scheduled an
appointment for me at the
counseling center, which felt like
a step in the right direction. I was
hopeful that my counselor and I
could come up with strategies to
balance my mental and physical
health with my academics.
When I arrived for my
appointment, I checked in with
the front desk and was then led
back to a private room where I

could speak with the counselor.
In tears, I shared my predicament
and fears with this person. I
recalled to them sitting in the
UCSD medical center and the
nurse holding my hand when they
told me that while there was not
much that could be done right
now, my illness was manageable,
and to remain optimistic. While
I tried to follow that advice,
I was 3,000 miles away from
home and completely and utterly
alone. I was terrified of what this
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meant for my health and future,
I didn’t know what my quality of
life would look like, if I would be
inhibited from doing the things I
loved. I was deeply grieving. I was
newly 18 years old, and suddenly
my bright future was murky.
The counselor listened to
me quietly, and then suggested
I see an off-campus therapist.
I suddenly felt very exposed
and vulnerable in my situation.
I
had
extensively
shared
intimate personal things with

John Halaka: giving a voice
to those dispossessed
USD professor explores stories of refugees and farmers in Palestine

that individual. I felt betrayed,
invalidated, and even more alone
in a very isolating experience.
It felt like the person who was
supposed to support me gave up
on helping me, before even trying
to understand the gravity of my
situation. The appointment was
probably 15-minutes in total.
I was stunned. I never had
an experience like that be so
impersonal. The last thing I
expected when seeing a counselor
was to have them tell me to go
see a different counselor. I didn’t
have a car, nor could I find a local
provider who took my out-ofstate health insurance. An offcampus psychologist was not an
option for me. I began to wonder
what other students’ experiences
were like, which led me to write
this article. If I slipped through
the cracks of USD’s mental health
resources, who else has? And
what if it was a person in dire
need of help? I know from other
students that my experience is
not unique.
I’ve had friends describe to me
similar meetings which left them

See Mental Health, Page 5
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YANA KOURETAS
FEATURE EDITOR
John Halaka, M.F.A., has seen
the light in some of the darkest
corners of the world. A visual arts
professor at USD, Halaka does
more than just teach; he creates
films, art, and oral history that
depict the conditions of refugees
and unravel the calamities that
face the displaced populations
primarily in Palestine, but also
Lebanon, Jordan, and Beirut.
Since around 16 years ago,
Halaka’s travels to Palestine
and other Middle Eastern areas
have directly informed his

Haitian
migrants
See Opinion, page 4

Student
jobs
One of Halaka’s visual artisitc pieces from his “Faces from Erased Places” project.

visual artwork. He has closely
developed
connections
with
those in refugee camps which
has allowed him to bring their
stories of tragic happenings,
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displacement of refugees from
their homes, and their struggles
of
disempowerment
and
dehumanization in these camps
to a visual platform.
Halaka
described
the
measured
process
that
is
unlayering the histories behind
these displaced communities. It
is not simply walking into a camp,
but taking the actions that allow
him to earn the trust of these

See Feature, page 6
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individuals so that they will open
up to him.
“I am not there to judge
whether they are good or bad, I
am there to listen. And in some
cases, people have never had a
chance to speak, or if they had
been able to, their stories have
been misconstrued,” Halaka said.
“I always let them be the active
core of any conversation.”

See Visual arts, Page 8
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The Pitbull Plague strikes USD
Students contract widespread sickness: “We at the hotel, motel, quarantining”
COLIN MULLANEY
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
The return of large outdoor
gatherings ushered in a wave of
concerts in the San Diego area,
which many students have taken
advantage of within the first few
weeks of the fall semester. From
Pitbull to Quinn XCII to Luke
Bryan, students are starting to
attend more and more shows
by their favorite artists, but not
without
certain
unintended
consequences. One month into
the semester, a large number of
students are reporting illness
with a serious cold or even flulike symptoms (reportedly not
COVID-19) following concert
attendances, causing some to
dub it the “Pitbull Plague.” The
University Health Center reported
being so inundated with an influx
of students beyond its capacity
that it has started to refer students
to outside healthcare providers,
due to lack of appointment
availability.
It is not difficult to understand
why concerts could serve as a
venue for disease transmission. At
the Pitbull concert on Sept. 19, the
vast majority of student attendees
were crowded on the lawn, where
they pushed and shoved in an
effort to find a better vantage point
to see the man of the hour. Those
who were in attendance described
the atmosphere of the lawn as

closely resembling that of a mosh
pit, with such close quarters that
one could hardly move in any
given direction. Each time the
crowd surged forward, attendees
were powerless to control their
momentum and instead collided
into one another with great force
and regularity.
Within days of attending the
Pitbull concert, USD sophomore,
Julia
Bohanon,
experienced
the onset of several alarming
symptoms.
“I developed an itching
sensation in my throat that led to
a cough. I have a stuffy nose and
clogged sinuses. The worst part is
feeling short of breath,” Bohanon
said.
Bohanon clarified that the
concert was likely the origin of her
sickness.
“I haven’t been to any huge
gatherings recently other than
the Pitbull concert, so I’m pretty
certain that’s where I contracted
this illness,” Bohanon stated.
USD
sophomore,
Lucy
Goldman,
also
experienced
identical symptoms to Bohanon,
namely congestion, sore throat,
and a persistent cough.
“My first symptoms were a
sore throat and congestion. I
remember waking up one morning
and feeling very congested and my
throat hurt pretty bad. I had a low
fever (99.5),” Goldman expressed.
“After around three days of being
congested and having a sore

USD students watching Pitbull from the lawn, where most were located.
Colin Mullaney/The USD Vista

throat, I started developing a
dry cough, which then became a
phlegmy cough.”
Although Goldman did not
attend Mr. Worldwide’s (Pitbull)
performance, she did clarify that
concert attendance was likely
responsible for her illness.
“I did attend three other
concerts (Dayglow, Surfaces,
and Luke Bryan). I definitely
think my first concert, which was
Dayglow, could’ve been a source
of transmission,” Goldman said.“
All three of my roommates also
went to these concerts, and we
all have the same symptoms that
started around the same time.”
Due to the ongoing global
pandemic, both Bohanon and
Goldman became concerned that
their symptoms could have been
caused by COVID-19, despite

widespread
vaccination
and
preventative measures, so both
opted to get tested.
Bohanon went to see a doctor
not long after symptoms set in.
“I started feeling really
sick Friday, and it was hard to
breathe, so I figured I should see
a doctor rather quickly,” Bohanon
reported “The Student Wellness
Center at USD didn’t have any
appointments until the following
Monday, so I went to a local
urgent care center. I was there for
five hours due to extremely long
wait times. I tested negative for
COVID and ruled out pneumonia
with a chest x-ray.”
Goldman also made efforts to
get tested out of caution.
“I was definitely concerned
that I might have gotten Covid
when I first started having

symptoms,” Goldman said. “I
didn’t want to spread whatever I
had, so I didn’t go to class for a few
days and made an appointment to
get tested for COVID.”
Goldman explained the route
that she chose in order to be
tested.
“I made an appointment at a
CVS Minute Clinic and got tested
there, and luckily I was negative
for COVID-19,” Goldman said.
“My other roommate who had
similar symptoms tried to go to
the Student Health Center but said
she had a frustrating experience,
so that is why I decided to go
to a third party. It was super
easy to make an appointment
at the Minute Clinic, and it was
convenient too.”
Although both Bohanon and
Goldman were able to find a
suitable alternative, their inability
to access the Student Health
Center raises clear concerns. In
the meantime, other students
combating similar illnesses are
advised to treat their symptoms
as though they might be COVID19, avoid classes, and get tested
as soon as possible. Though
inconvenient,
the
“Pitbull
Plague” luckily does not seem as
devastating as its predecessor,
COVID-19; it is likely a natural
consequence of returning to inperson events after more than
a year of reduced contact and
immune activity, but only time
will tell for sure.

Sound the alarm

USD releases Annual Security and Fire Safety Report
SPENCER BISPHAM
CONTRIBUTOR
(TW: Sexual Assault) Last
week, USD released the 2021
Annual Security and Fire Safety
Report to the campus community
via email. The 27-page document
provides information on the
Department of Public Safety
(DPS),
policies
for
fires,
emergency situations, and various
crime statistics. There are certain
key points that are important for
Toreros to understand about this
report.
The first is the role that the
DPS plays in maintaining a secure
and safe environment. When on

duty, officers have jurisdiction
to enforce school policy almost
everywhere on campus: the only
area that is excluded is the Pacific
Ridge apartment complex.
The Assistant Vice President
of DPS, James Miyashiro,
summarized the goals of public
safety in a statement at the
beginning of the document.
“The
department
and
community work to create an
environment free from the
distractions of criminal activity
and disorder, for the pursuit of
educational excellence that brings
people to the University of San
Diego,” Miyashiro said.
Some of the responsibilities
that this work entails are

“The department and community work
to create an environment free from the
distractions of criminal activity and
disorder, for the pursuit of educational
excellence that brings people to the
University of San Diego”
- James Miyashiro

routinepatrols,
enforcing
substance
violations,
and
responding to individual incidents
or complaints. Employees are
also required to complete both
emergency preparedness and
active assailant training in order
to equip them to de-escalate
potentially harmful situations.
If students are interested in
learning more about the training
that officers receive or what their
responsibilities are, visit their
page on USD’s website at www.
sandiego.edu/safety.
Another portion of the report
that is important for students to
understand is USD’s response
to sexual assault. On page 9 of
the document, sexual assault
is defined as “any unwanted
physical contact of a sexual nature
that occurs either without the
consent of each participant or
when a participant is unable to
give consent freely.” In response
to issues of this nature, the
document states that “USD
will respond promptly and
equitably to all reports of Sexual
Misconduct
or
Relationship
Violence to ensure the safety of
the individuals involved and the

USD community” (USD). The
data from 2020 indicated there
were no reported incidents of this
nature on USD’s physical campus,
though according to RAINN, more
than two thirds of sexual assaults
are not reported at all.
USD encourages students
to report any kind of sexual
assault/harassment to a variety
of resources including (but not
limited to) its CARE advocates,
the University Ministry, Student
Health Center, and the USD
Women’s Commons.
In a change from last year’s
report, there is now information
listed for support available to the
general public such as the San
Diego Family Justice Center, San
Diego Domestic Violence Hotline,
and the Center for Community
Solutions.
At the end of the report fire
safety information can be found.
There is no need to panic — USD
has only had three total fires within
the past three years. All of them
were small and easily-controlled,
thanks to the information about
what to do when there is a fire.
For a full rundown of USD’s fire
procedures, head to the webpage

www.sandiego.edu/safety,
and
click on the most recent fire safety
report available.
As far as general safety goes,
students can also find out how to
extinguish a fire, who to notify in
case of a fire, and what to do in the
event of an evacuation.
The Annual Security and Fire
safety report has a plethora of
information that USD students
can benefit from. Though these
resources help keep crime rates
low on campus, there are still
doubts as to whether it is enough.
Sophomore Denise Picazo
explained what she feels like on
campus during different times of
day.
“I would say yes, most of the
time I feel safe on campus. Except
at night when I’m alone, then I
feel paranoid,” Picazo said.
To ensure the safety of
everyone on campus, check your
USD email for the 2021 Security
and Fire Safety Report or read up
online about the resources that
are available at the University of
San Diego. It may seem daunting,
but that is only because the
information may very well save
someone’s life.
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The 2021 recall election is over.
Now what?
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USD professors reflect on the impact of CA gubernatorial recall election

JENNY HAN
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
Approximately two weeks
ago on Sept. 14, thousands of
Californians waited in line at
the polling booth or dropped off
their ballots at their local ballot
dropbox. The results: Gavin
Newsom is not to be recalled.
According to the New York Times
CA Recall Election Results Live
Map, out of a total of 11,937,257
votes, 62.6% of voters said “no” to
the recall. 37.4% of voters voted
“yes” to the recall. California
needed to have at least 50% of
voters vote “yes” in order for the
recall to actually happen.
The margin wasn’t so drastic
in San Diego. According to The
San Diego Union-Tribune, out
of a total of 935,863 votes, only
58.26% of San Diegans voted “no”
to the recall while 41.47% of voters
said “yes”. In California, Larry
Elder was the leading Republican
candidate. 48% of California
recallers voted for Elder as their
alternative choice, while 45.51%
of San Diego recallers did the
same. In total, the LA Times
estimates that the total estimated
election cost is between $276 to
$300 million.
For Dr. Evan Crawford,
an Assistant Professor for
the Department of Political
Science
and
International
Relations, these results weren’t
surprising.
“If you look all up and down
all the counties in California and
you look at the percentage of the
vote that voted no on the recall,
it’s pretty strongly correlated with
what the percent vote for Newsom
was last time, or what the percent
vote for Biden was,” Dr. Crawford
said.
Dr. Casey Dominguez, also a
professor for the Department of
Political Science and International
Relations, shared his sentiments.
“I don’t think that it
necessarily speaks to his personal
popularity,” Dr. Dominguez said.
“It really reflects the choice that
California voters make between
the parties.”
Dr. Dominguez also noted that
the Democratic party mobilizing
their voters through TV ads and
the “Get Out the Vote” campaigns
run by volunteers also played a
big role in their victory during the
2021 recall election.

Governor Gavin Newsom adressing his constituents.

Pie graphs representing California and San Diego recall election results.

Although Dr. Crawford and
Dr. Dominguez have differing
views on if the 2021 recall election
was worth the effort and the 300
billion dollars, they both agree
that the recall system does need
some serious revisions. For Dr.
Crawford, this includes increasing
the number of signatures needed
on the recall petition for a recall
election to happen. As of right

now, that number is 12% of the
total voters.
“If we think about the recall,
as it was first instituted back
in the early 1900s, maybe back
then, it was fine having whatever
the threshold of signatures was a
good enough of an indicator that
yes, we should move on with this
process,” Dr. Crawford noted.
“But now in 2021, it’s easier than
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ever to mobilize for groups to
organize and mobilize and get
signatures. And so maybe because
it’s gotten so much easier to get
signatures, we need to rethink
what the threshold is for how
many signatures we need.”
Dr. Crawford also believes
that the qualifications needed
in order to run for governor
might undergo some changes.
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However, he considers doing so
would create a “double-edged
sword.” Even though increasing
the requirements would shrink
the number of candidates, he
also acknowledges that it could
discriminate
against
those
without a significant amount of
money or power.
Dr.
Dominguez
believes
that the recall process is flawed
because it shows how “the whole
direct democracy enterprise is
really for sale.” She doesn’t think
there is anything problematic
about the concept of a recall.
Rather, how the recall process
plays out is what she considers is
problematic.
“The number of signatures
that you need to put a recall on
the ballot but also an initiative
or a referendum on the ballot are
very low, and you can pay people
to gather those signatures,”
Dr. Dominguez said. “And so
really, anything that goes on the
direct ballot in California is a
function of who wants to spend
a couple million dollars buying
signatures.”
The loophole in the recall
system is also important to
consider for Dr. Dominguez.
“The recall is especially
problematic because it can allow
someone to become governor,on
the second question ,on the recall,
with far fewer votes than the
[current] governor may have just
received,” Dr, Dominguez said.
Her solution? Along with
implementing a higher percentage
of signatures needed in order for
the recall election to happen, she
believes that Question 1 (Should
the current governor be recalled?)
and Question 2 (Who should
replace the current governor) of
the recall elections need to be two
separate elections.
Both Dr. Dominguez and Dr.
Crawford agree that we should
also refer to other states’ recall
election processes as references
for how California’s recall process
could be improved.
Regardless of what changes
are made to the recall election
process, assuming that any
changes do happen, it’s important
to acknowledge that there are a
plethora of hoops to go through
before any change is even possible.
What happened with Governor
Newsom isn’t the first, and
certainly will not be California’s
last gubernatorial recall election.
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identification purposes, USD identification numbers and writer’s year
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published letters. Any content sent to the editor will be considered for
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Be Better Biden

The Biden administration faces criticism; Haitian migrants are mistreated at the border
MEGAN VALADEZ
ASST. OPINION EDITOR
The world is watching. It is
always watching. Over the past
few weeks, disturbing photos
and videos surfaced of Border
Patrol agents on horseback,
harming
Haitian
migrants.
Many people, including myself,
watched something straight out
of the 1800s happen in 2021.
Haiti has been in the
news a lot recently. From the
assassination
of
President
Jovenel Moïse back in July, to
recent natural disasters like the
7.2 magnitude eathquake last
month, rising gang violence, and
extremely high COVID numbers.
These crises have made Haitians
feel there is no other option but
to leave the country.
In late September, around
15,000
Haitian
nationals,
migrants, and asylum seekers
arrived in Del Rio, Texas. Many
of these people ended up living
in tents under tarps, unsure of
what their next move would be.
Many Haitians live in
South America, and have for
many years. If those who have
been living in South American
countries get caught by the
Department
of
Homeland
Security
(DHS),
they
are
deported back to Haiti, not
South America, despite having
most recently lived there.
The Biden administration
has already expelled more
Haitians back to Haiti, without
granting them asylum hearings,
than the Trump administration.
According to the Department of
Homeland Security, there were
more than 2,000 Haitians on
deportation flights back to Haiti,
this past month.
Photographs
and
video
footage show agents interacting
with migrants in disturbing
ways. Border Patrol agents
are seen corralling Haitians,
gripping and waiving reins,
which prompted accusations
that agents have been using
whips.
Many people have said that
the footage does not represent
who we are as a country, but I
would argue that it does. We are
a country that has a history of not
treating migrants and refugees
with respect. DHS and Customs
and Border Patrol (CBP) treat
Mexican immigrants who try to
cross the border every single day
just like this.
Children are separated from
their parents, and forced to
sleep on cold, concrete floors
with nothing to keep them
warm. Women are assaulted
in
detention
centers
by

The United States was built off of immigration as immigrants make up a big percentage of our population.
			
Photo courtesy of Nitish Meena/Unsplash

Many Haitian immigrants have protested in the past for better US immigration policies.
		
Photo courtesy of Fibonacci Blue/Creative Commons

I feel almost helpless in situations like this. As a Mexican
woman, I am a constant witness to the horrors of immigration
agents and border patrol. Seeing the violence and trauma that
the people of my culture face tears me apart.
immigration agents. No matter
where someone is from; Mexico,
South America, or Haiti, the
United States has made it very
clear that they are not welcome.
And that needs to change.
I feel almost helpless in
situations like this. As a Mexican
woman, I am a constant witness
to the horrors of immigration
agents and border patrol. Seeing
the violence and trauma that the
people of my culture face tears
me apart. Seeing anyone treated

without respect just because of
the color of their skin fills me
with rage. It makes me wonder
what more I can do, but then I
remember I am just one person,
and, it’s unfortunately, up to
government officials and people
with more power.
Vice
President
Kamala
Harris called the treatment of
Haitian migrants “horrible”
and said, “Humans should
never be treated that way…
And I’m deeply troubled about

it.” I am quite conflicted by
her statement because, yes, I
agree with her statement, but
Vice President Harris also has a
history of telling migrants not to
come to the border because they
will just get sent back. If she,
and so many other government
officials, advocate for better
immigration policies, they need
to put their money where their
mouth is and do more to help
migrants.
The DHS opened a full

investigation into the actions
taken by Border Patrol and said
in a tweet that they are reviewing
footage and taking the abuse
allegations against migrants
“very seriously.”
Nevertheless,
the
humanitarian crisis happening
at the border is severe. Migrants
are sleeping on the dirt with
sweltering
temperatures
around them, and there are
no sanitation facilities. Mass
deportations
demonstrate
that the government is not
committed to upholding the
rights of migrants and asylum
seekers and are instead sending
them back to danger.
These photos of Border
Patrol on horseback “remind
us of some troubling moments
in history, where that kind of
behavior was seen against the
Indigenous people of our country
and against African Americans
during times of slavery,” Kamala
Harris said. Immigration agents
target every single group of
color, dating back to the Texas
Rangers in the early 1900s.
The Biden administration
is extremely aggressive in their
immigration policies, saying
migrants do not have a place in
the United States.
And for most migrants, we
aren’t even going to allow them
to make a case for why they
should be here, therefore we
are automatically going to deny
them the chance to apply for
asylum.
America is supposed to be
a welcoming country for all
people seeking freedom and
asylum. Immigration is fine
when it comes from the U.S. Canada border, but has negative
connotations and consequences
when it comes from the U.S. Mexico border. It is so disturbing
to see violence and racism from
a country that is supposed to be
welcoming for all.
For the country that stands
for liberty and justice for all,
“for all” is supposed to be
inclusive, not discriminatory. In
this country, we are supposed
to provide and protect liberty
and justice for all individuals
regardless of gender, race, or
status.
With the humanitarian crisis
at the border, we have not seen
liberty and justice for all. There
is not even liberty and justice
for the people that live in this
country.
The current administration
needs to do more to welcome
all migrants, hear their stories,
and give them a chance in this
country, instead of immediately
turning them away. Be better
Biden.

The views expressed in the editorial and op-ed sections are not necessarily those of The USD Vista staff, the
University of San Diego, or its student body.
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The Counseling Center is lacking
Some students do not feel cared for when seeking help from USD’s Counseling Center
MAEVE DRURY
CONTRIBUTOR
Mental Health from Page 1
feeling worse, rather than feeling
better after speaking with a USD
counselor. There is a common
theme when someone goes to
the counseling center: they are
told to see another counselor
in private practice. So, instead
of actually providing support
or resources for students, they
provide them with a list of other
therapists - therapists which
insurance may not cover. And
what about students with USD’s
health
insurance?
Imagine
paying over $1,000 to see a
physician who will tell you to go
see another physician, outside
of your network. Actually,
try imagining paying tens of
thousands of dollars to attend a
school whose counseling center
is a glorified directory.
My own experience as well
as others’ testimonies, has led
me to truly question whether or
not the USD Counseling Center
is equipped to support their
students. There is no point in
the middleman, either provide
treatment or stop advertising

Students are told to refer to the Counseling Center if they are struggling with mental health.
							

services which are clearly not
offered to multitudes of students.
Unfortunately, that experience
wasn’t my first negative one with
the Counseling Center. I went
during my second or third week
of school my freshman year and I
met with similar disinterest from
the counselor I saw, who also
recommended I see a counselor
off-campus in private practice,

disregarding the fact that I
needed support right then, at
that moment. I thought that the
counselor must have been tired,
or had an off day, and wrote it off
as an isolated incident.
On the flip side, though, it
isn’t all bad. From my personal
experience
and
from
the
experiences of other students
I’ve spoken to, the most helpful

Megan Valadez/The USD Vista

individuals at the Counseling
Center were interns and graduate
students getting clinical hours.
When I did my intake with
the Disaility and Learning
Difference Resource Center
(DLDRC), I met with an intern
at the center. She spent an hour
with me, gave me a safe space
to cry about my homesickness
and general fears with starting

college, and gave me tools to
support myself. She scheduled a
meeting with me that very next
week. I met with her every week
from then until the end of the
semester when her internship
ended. Each session made me
a better, more adapted person,
and when we had to say goodbye
before Christmas break, we both
cried. The irony was not lost on
me that the individual with the
least amount of experience in
the center was actually the most
helpful.
That is how USD’s Counseling
Center should function. Students
should not leave a session feeling
worse than when they came in.
They should be provided with
as much support as they need. I
know that they are understaffed
and exhausted, but for a campus
that claims to be so focused on
wellness and mental health it
is simply not enough. There
must either be a change in the
narrative or a change in the
center. I much prefer the latter.
More resources must be
allocated to the DLRDC and the
Counseling Center, it cannot
continue to be a pointless
middleman for students, it
should be a true resource.

Academic validation: it isn’t everything
Talking about the dangers of sacrificing mental health for grades
ABIGAIL CAVIZO
ASST. SOCIAL MEDIA MGR.
In the “go-go-go” life of a
college
student,
unplanned
time off of school could be
catastrophic – especially if it’s
for multiple days. With last year
being online, the screen confined
us physically, but also mentally.
I didn’t feel the extra pressure to
prove myself to authority figures
past the bare minimum required
to get an “A.” Participation
didn’t seem like a necessity.
Now, as most of us haven’t
been in a “real” classroom
since the beginning of 2020,
we have to relearn proper
classroom etiquette and the
competitiveness to be the best.
For first-year students, they
have to handle an unfamiliar
environment. For sophomores,
it’s their first time in person
and maybe even their first
time on campus (It’s freshman
year part two: the sequel no
one asked for). For juniors and
seniors, they have to make the
alternating adjustment from in
person to online, then back to in
person amidst the most crucial
years of their college experience.

After all that time off, it now
feels almost illegal to miss just
one day of school, even if it’s
from an uncontrollable illness
or injury. Especially with the
privilege of in-person classes,
it’s every overachiever’s worst
nightmare.
Then suddenly, it happened
to me. At the worst time possible
in the height of my stress, I
found out I had a concussion.
My fast-paced college life was
put on pause, forcing me to do
something I hadn’t done since
the beginning of the semester:
rest.
In the darkness, I couldn’t
even look at a screen, meaning
I was unable to go to the classes
my professors offered on Zoom.
I could only wallow in my own
self-pity; but, something as
uncontrollable as a concussion
should not have been a reason
for me to be mad at myself.
During
this
dreadful
week of resting, I had an
important conversation with
my roommates: we put so much
pressure on ourselves to receive
positive reinforcement from
authority. This conversation
sparked my question: is the
need for academic validation a

driving force in why we want to
do well in school? I think, yes.
For college students, there is an
innate desire to be academically
validated.
For me, this validation
motivates me to get through work
and school. It’s an intoxicating
feeling– being told by the person
in charge of you that you’re doing
well. It’s a high, the adrenaline
rush that’ll never stop giving,
as long as I’m the best at what
I do. While academic validation
can be a great motivator to begin
with, it’s not sustainable enough
to keep anyone going through
four years of college. The well
of compliments will always run
dry. What happens when I don’t
perform adequately because I
don’t have the motivation to pull
myself back up? It’s mentally
exhausting.
The smartest and most
successful people are placed
at the top of the food chain,
heralded as the “goal in
life.” However, they’re not
untouchable. They’re like us,
chasing the never-ending high
of validation. It’s a complex
relationship
between
selfimage and societal standards.
If society puts so much value

on our grades to achieve the
success that I can ride until my
death bed, doing bad in school
or missing a couple days will
push me into a downward spiral.
Questions of doubt such as, “Am
I good enough to make it?” will
cloud the mind until eventually
a mental storm forms, haunting
my every move.
A college student’s need
for academic validation from
professors further deepens when
it’s a professor in their major.
That professor is a professional
in that field, so of course,
we’re going to work ten times
harder for their validation – in
our world, this person is the
proverbial standard. We want
this specific professor to give
us a golden ticket saying “Hey,
you’re good enough for this
world too.” How can I dissipate
the storm of doubt?
I’m
not
saying
that
professors shouldn’t give any
type of critique. That would
be more harmful. Instead, we
need to switch our perspectives
a bit. Our self-worth is more
than just the aggregate of other
peoples’ opinions of us, even if
it is the validation of a respected
superior.
Positive
feedback

shouldn’t be the sole reason I
want to succeed, and negative
feedback should not tear me
down. Instead, it is meant to
build me up because with every
“negative” critique, I can apply it
to myself and become a stronger
intellectual.
We’re all our own worst
critics. I don’t want the fear of
failure to live inside me for the
rest of my college career and
life beyond. My forced time off
school might’ve been the best
thing that could have happened
to me. If you told me that a week
and a half ago, I would highly
disagree, but with nothing to
do but sit in a dark room, I
was forced to reevaluate my
priorities. I almost forgot how
much I genuinely love to learn.
In the “go-go-go” of college, I
almost forgot the reason why I’m
here – to make a difference in
my community. Being validated
alone should not be a reason for
me to work hard. This system
of relying on praise for all the
work we do creates a negative
feedback loop that will always
lead to burnout. I do not want
to sacrifice my mental health
for academic validation and you
shouldn’t either.

The views expressed in the editorial and op-ed sections are not necessarily those of The USD Vista staff, the
University of San Diego, or its student body.
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Using visual arts as a tool to tell stories
John Halaka, M.F.A., creates art through his exploration of Palestinian refugees and farmers
YANA KOURETAS
FEATURE EDITOR

Halaka from Page 1

The
tremendous range of
outreach Halaka made to
refugees, namely Palestinians,
was integral to his collection of
film, photographs, and drawings.
Halaka reached four generations
– each of which carried different
sentiments toward their situation
and the enablers who command
their livelihoods in the camps.
Older generations bear guilt
because their lives are deeplyrooted in the origin of the
displacement for their families;
they wished that they could
have done more to prevent
this,
Halaka
explained.
Meanwhile,
younger
generations
carried anger
because
they
continue
to
watch
the
displacement
of
populations
unfold.
Regardless
of
the
generational
impact
of
displacement, Halaka believes
that each narrative he hears
deserves to be conveyed through
his work in one form or another.
“It is not about the drama
or the theatre of these stories.
It is about allowing the voices
to be heard,” Halaka said.
“These people have voices,
they have histories, they have
realities that they need to see.
We just don’t make any effort.
They are not invisible or mute.”
Before turning his primary
area of focus to Palestine, Halaka
received a “Fullbright Award”
to spend time in Lebanon in
2011 and 2012 with Palestinian
refugees who resided there.
In a country with 12 refugee
camps at the time, Halaka
was not able to reach them all.
However, he spent nearly
a year there producing oral
history
archives
derived
from his conversations and
interviews, and understanding
and learning and producing
art that would directly reflect
the stories of these individuals.
“I started locally based in
Beirut and I started with one
to two of the camps. It starts
with one, two, three, four,
five interviews until I can feel
comfortable walking in and
asking questions to people that
I don’t know,” Halaka said. “The
guys who are selling coffee out
of a cart, or those at the grocery
store selling cigarettes get to
see me enough that I can go and
have coffee and chat with them,
and then they will introduce
me to their grandmothers.”
In general, when these
refugees begin to share their
stories with Halaka, he takes
hundreds of photos but doesn’t
usually find anything save
for a few usable, meaningful
images. Halaka looks for key
factors to capture the essence

An image Halaka captured for his Vanishing Harvest project in the Bedouin Community of Palestine.
Photo courtesy of John Halaka
of refugees’ stories: their faces,
their body language, and their
surrounding
environments.
Similarly, for his drawings,
Halaka constructs meditations
based on his interactions and how
he reads the experience of the
individual he has spoken with.
“I generally don’t use literal
stories but I am making images
about their memories about the
villages that they were kicked
out of,” Halaka said. “So I
juxtapose and overlap images. I
am talking about their sense of
nostalgia, tragic loss, or yearning
for something that has passed.”
For the time being, Halaka
has shifted his focus to another
project in Palestine called
“Vanishing Harvest: Meditations
on the Death and Resurrection
of
Palestine
Agriculture.”
However, his work with refugees
will continue to be ongoing.
Although it is projected to
take nearly five more years of
being in Palestine during the fall
and summertimes to conclude,
Halaka began to investigate
the political, economic, and
environmental crises solely in
the West Bank, where the land is
consumed by Israeli settlements.
“I am looking at the
farmers as a continuation of
the process of cultural erasure
and ethnic cleansing and
displacing
the
Palestinians
from Palestine,” Halaka said.
Additionally, Halaka started
to examine how Palestinian land
and aquaphor systems are being
claimed by the Israelis,’ and how
this has impacted their lives.
“Palestinian farmers are
increasingly being convertedfrom

agarian workers to low-paid
day laborers working in fields
stolen from them,” Halaka said.
In his time so far, he connected
with the Union of Agricultural
Workers Committee (UAWC), an
organization that has served as a
channel for him to communicate
with these Palestinian workers.
The UAWC is instrumental to
his work because obtaining
transport and meetings with local
village farmers are challenged
by the land discontinuation and
division of the West Bank into
different Israeli-occupied areas.
Through
his
projects,
Halaka asserted that he is a
witness and not a storyteller.
Regardless, he has the tools to
produce photographs, drawings,
and oral history to convey the
land dispossession and erasure
of traditional and familial
agricultural practices and to
give them a voice in this time.
“The traditional agrarian
culture that was local and
sustainable is being wiped out,”
Halaka said. “I am seeing the
process of self-selected exile—
instead of pushing them all
away, you create conditions that
make them want to run away.”
Despite
the
inhumanity
or calamity of the situation,
Halaka pulls out unexpected
slivers of light from the bleak
experiences of the refugees
and farmers alike.
His work serves to highlight
the realities of these individuals,
but also the work that they have
done to maintain their culture
and their demonstration of
courage to tell their stories.
“Because I make work that

is sort of political and often
depressing, I always kind of
try to identify the spotlight
on efforts by the refugees on
how they deal with stress and
how they rise above it,” Halaka
said. “How they have hope.”
While his research and
visual work in Palestine and
other areas is an engrossing
project, Halaka attempts to
separate it from his teaching at
USD. Instead, he tries to overlap
the
objective of producing
purposeful, intentional work.
“I try to get them to first
develop really strong technical
skills, then get them to think
about research and topics of
interest so eventually they are
using that language in a poetic
way to say a meaningful thing.
Skills, research, the poetry of
the topic,” Halaka said. “I don’t
need them to all be activists, but
I just want them to make work
that is meaningful to them.”
In the coming years, Halaka
will continue to visit Palestine
for his Vanishing Harvest piece,
producing work that will serve to
express and let viewers witness
acts of resistance, survival,
and the universal repression
of
displaced
populations.

Photographs from Halaka’s project: “Faces from Erased Places” in 2018.
				
Photo Courtesy of John Halaka
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The movies that shaped us
A deep dive into the world of cinema

ASHLEY NICHOLS
ASST. A&C EDITOR
The
world
seems
so
blurry whenever our focus is
on the screen in front of us.
Whether it is a movie,
T.V. show or even a YouTube
video,
screens
can
affect
your brain in unique ways.
Movies and TV shows
are a part of many people’s
daily lives, which begs the
question: what are some of
the movies that shaped us?
Even if you don’t like
to hide within the world of
movies, there’s always one that
makes your heart race a little
faster. Movie buffs love their
wide variety of films that they
always bring up in conversation
somehow, but what are the ones
that truly changed their lives?
What are the movies that
have the power to change an
everyday student, friend, or
family member’s outlook on
life? What made you want to
take a risk? What gave you the
courage to stand up to your
enemy or realize the love of
your life is right next to you?
USD students share their own
answers to these questions.
Students carry many things
with them as they walk across
our beautiful campus. Whether
it be long days of studying
or happy memories, movies
from our childhood created
our perception of how we see
the world. “Forrest Gump,”

Old and new films have the power to shape us as individuals; something they will take with them forever.

“Chicken Little,” or all of
the “Toy Story” films leave
such a profound impact on
generations around the world.
Alexia
Vance,
USD
senior, offered a sentimental
memory
about
watching
“The Parent Trap,” an iconic
1998 film, with her mom.
Vance
did
not
stutter
when
asked
about
how

USD Women's Soccer
Looking for team managers

Training attendance desired, but not essential.
Nike gear and priority registration.

Expectations of role:
Logistics for travel
team meals
fundraising help
gear and equipment liaison

For inquiries contact llieberman@sandiego.edu

this
movie
shaped
her.
Within seconds she was
bringing up stories about her
and her mom sharing ice cream,
talking about life, and cozying
up to watch two twins bring
their parents back together.
Vance learned that “you
don’t necessarily need to grow
up with someone to consider
someone your family or friend.”
Little memories with family can
leave impressions on you even
as you grow up and move away.
Maggie Brady, USD junior,
whole-heartedly said the 2008
family-comedy “Grown Ups,”
with Adam Sandler, was her
favorite film that shaped her.
This movie is about a group of
old buddies who get together
to honor the death of their
childhood basketball coach.
It then turns into lessons
about family, values, and the
true meaning of friendship.
Brady loves it for many reasons.
“I would always watch
this movie with my dad, it
is always a good memory of
family and family time we
spent together,” Brady said.
Students found more lessons
and values within childhood
films.
USD
sophomore,
Brennan Martin, expressed
his love and passion about
the movie, “Rudy.” Rudy, the
main character, exemplifies the
pursuit of the outrageous and
always goes against what the
popular crowd thinks of him.
According
to
Martin,
Rudy encompasses “doing the
impossible even when everyone
continues to tell you that you’ll
fail or that you’re not good
enough.” To Brennan, “Rudy”
proved the world wrong and
showed that no one’s dreams
should be limited. Brennan

used this phenomenal film as
a guide for his everyday life.
USD
first-year
student,
Sam Machado, finds the value
of family within the wellknown movie and broadway
show
“Matilda”
(1996).
The movie “Matilda” shaped
her because, “family doesn’t
only have to be those blood
related to us, it’s the people in
our lives who love and support
us regardless of matching DNA.”
Growing up, it’s obvious
that the young mind is so
impressionable. Young children
can watch a movie like “Matilda”
and gain a worthwhile lesson,
showing how much movies can
shape us, no matter what age we
are.
While students shared about
the films that added color to their
lives, one English professor also
shared what film left a profound
impact on who he is today.
English Professor, Dr. Tim
Randell, took himself back in
time to an influential movie in
his life, “Sundays and Cybèle.”
For this 1962 film, the
director, Serge Bourguignon,
won an Academy Award for
“Best International Feature
Film” and a Golden Globe for
“Best Foreign Language Film.”
This film was a part of
the new wave of filmmaking
and included new cinematic
techniques. The first time Dr.
Randell saw “Sundays and
Cybèle,” he was 14 years old.
It came on some random
grainy station one day on
the TV. Time and time again
he went back to the film and
learned
more
and
more.
Randell uttered, “I just
knew that in many ways it
was presenting a poetic and
very radical look at how

Photo courtesy of Denise Jans/Unsplash

the institutions of French
culture and also American
culture can often co-opt your
interests and desires in many
ways that are very stifling.”
After he watched this
enticing film, he branched out
to watch even more French
cinema. Through this movie, Dr.
Randell was able to expand his
horizons and understand many
things about culture, politics,
and even his own beliefs.
Dr.
Randell
personifies
how important what we watch
as youngsters or even later in
life can affect our perspective.
Movies that shaped us continue
to live in our memory today,
especially because we will all be
rushing off this campus and into
the real world soon enough. USD
students never stuttered talking
about the film that shaped them.
Students hold onto these
memories with all their might
as the pressures from the
real world come rushing in.
When life gets too crazy or
someone just simply wants to
take themselves back to their
childhood, it makes sense why
so many people immediately
turn to movies and TV shows.
Fictional characters, places,
and worlds can leave such an
impression on the mind because
they transport people from their
mundane lives to a whimsical
place where anything seems
possible.
Everyone, even adults, need
to escape reality sometimes, too.
Let’s be real — life isn’t
always a box of chocolates. So,
grab a bag of popcorn, some
sour candy, or even a movie
theater slushie and veg out
while reminiscing on characters
and worlds that shaped your
beliefs, friendships, and more.
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The 2021 USD Arts Festival
This new showcase gives talented students a powerful voice
MEI FLORY

ASST. A&C EDITOR

As September ends, it’s
time to look forward to some
exciting
events
happening
right on campus. Aside from
the Torero sports games,
Halloween
festivities
and
special Student Life Pavilion
(SLP) dinners, the USD arts
departments are introducing
a brand new event: the USD
Homecoming
Arts
Festival.
The Arts Festival will be
located in the Camino/Founders
Courtyard on Saturday, Oct.
16 from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. This
event will occur toward the
end of the USD Homecoming
and Family Week, which will
take place from Tuesday, Oct.
12 through Sunday, Oct. 17.
What
makes
the
Arts
Festival so special is how the
collaborative event features
creative work from USD students
across various arts departments.
Students majoring in music,
theater, visual arts, architecture
and art history, communication
studies and english all get the
chance to share their work to
the public. Over a hundred
students across all classes
are participating, which will
make this a must-see event.
A huge component of this
event is the Music Department.
From the Choral Scholars to the
Pep Band and Concert Choir, each

and every music organization
is preparing to give their best
performance at the Arts festival.
Dr. Emilie Amrein, DMA,
conducts both the USD Concert
Choir and Choral Scholars. In
addition to that, she is also
the Department Chair for
Music and Director of Choral
activities. For Dr. Amrein, this
event is incredibly important
to the arts departments at USD
who doesn’t always receive
the attention it deserves.
“The purpose of the Arts
Festival is to celebrate our
return to Camino and the Sacred
Heart Halls, which are what the
Dean is calling the new Arts
District,” Dr. Amrein explained.
She also hopes this event
will “increase visibility for
the arts on campus and
build
a
narrative
around
USD as a creative campus.”
Donovan
Alcones,
a
USD
junior
and
music
major, is also excited about
performing on campus for
students and faculty alike.
He’s looking forward to
seeing what other creatives from
different departments chose
to perform, especially since
some students have spent their
whole lives honing their skills.
“Music is important to me
because it’s a creative outlet. It’s
important that we emphasize
the arts here at USD because art
is for everyone, no matter what

The 2018 USD Band all dressed up for a performance.
Photo Courtesy of Eric Derr, DMA

your major is. Art, whether it
be performance, graphic, visual,
etc. is essential to who we are
as human beings; ‘survival is
insufficient,’” Alcones clarified.
Alcones hopes the Arts Festival
will encourage more students to
attend other arts-related events.
Alcones elaborated, “I also
hope that the emphasis of art at
USD will encourage people to
join the USD Pep Band and/or
Drumline. Bands and Drumlines
are often one of the prides of a
university, but we don’t have
that just yet...That would be a
great opportunity for musicians
to show some USD pride!”
Equally as important as
showcasing talent is the fact
that for several music and
arts students, this is their
first major in-person event
on campus — and they get
to actively participate in it.

USD
freshman,
Emily
Mendel, has never experienced
anything like the Arts Festival.
This year will be her first time
attending a major USD music
event, and she will be performing
as part of the drum line, pep
band and wind ensemble.
“I am most excited to
hear the other ensembles
perform! Outside of band, I
haven’t been able to explore
other parts of the department
yet, so it’ll be the perfect
time to do so,” Mendel said.
Mendel’s experience in the
music program at USD also
encouraged her to participate in
the Arts Festival.
“So far it’s been great. All
of the students and professors
that I’ve met have been so kind
and welcoming, and I can tell
that the department works hard
to provide its students with

USD drumline performing.
Photo courtesy of Eric Derr, DMA

a great experience” Mendel
noted. “Music is such a huge
part of my life, so I’m glad
that I found this community.”
In addition to the music
and
theater
department
performances,
english
and
communication studies majors
will share their creative writing,
such as poetry, prose and other
artistic forms of literature.
Visual arts students will also
get the chance to showcase their
major art projects in a public
space for everyone to admire.
Attending the Arts Festival
not only brings an abundance
of positive attention to the
arts departments, but it also
allows the USD community to
support their fellow Toreros.
Come to the Camino/
Founders Courtyard on Oct.
16 to share some school
spirit and appreciate the arts.

Time to fall for fall: a fall masterlist
‘Tis the season of pumpkin pie, spooky movies, and cozy weather

ISABELLA SANCHEZ
ASST. A&C EDITOR
Leaves aren’t the only thing
falling this season ─ we are too.
Despite the fall season starting
in September, the “real” seasonal
festivities begin in October. For
some students, when the first
of October hits, it immediately
conjures feelings of excitement
for what the month entails:
Trader Joe’s seasonal treats,
scary movies, football, and
Halloween (and lots of pumpkin
spice, of course).
When the stress of deciding
on a Halloween costume and
worrying about those impending
midterms all become too much,
it is important to relax and enjoy
one of the most festive seasons
of the year. This Vista guide will
be your go-to resource whenever
you want to (pumpkin) spice up
your fall mood.
If you are in the mood to
cover your eyes with a
blanket…
“Sinister”
According to a 2020 study,
this horror film holds the title
of the scariest movie of all time
– which is nothing short of the
truth. True to its name, “Sinister”
follows true-crime writer Ellison
Oswald (Ethan Hawke) in his
attempt to put out a best seller
after a 10-year dry spell. So,
when he discovers a film of a
family’s murder, he seizes the

The Carlsbad pumpkin patch.
Taylor DeGuzman/The USD Vista

opportunity to move his family
into the victims’ home in hopes
to solve the mystery. When he
finds a box of old films in the
house, Ellison learns that there
is something sinister within the
house’s walls. A nightmarishly
awful blend of true crime and
the paranormal, this horror flick
pleases and scares all viewers.
So turn off the lights, turn up
the volume, close the blinds, and
enjoy not being able to sleep for
a while.
If you are in the mood to
bring home a fall souvenir...
The Carlsbad Pumpkin
Patch
What is the fall season if
there is no trip to a pumpkin
patch? The Carlsbad Pumpkin
Patch never fails to put San
Diegans in the fall mood. It is
now open until Nov. 8th. From
small to large pumpkins, tractor
rides, and apple cannons, the
Carlsbad Pumpkin Patch has

the perfect lineup of seasonal
activities. Whether one is in the
mood for a more relaxed stroll
around the patch to find the
perfect pumpkin, or for a heartthumping scare in the haunted
corn maze, this pumpkin patch
will guarantee to get visitors in
a festive (or spooky) fall mood.
Added bonus — it is perfect
for getting that aesthetic fallthemed picture on Instagram.
If you are in the mood to
listen to mystery, murder,
and mayhem (oh my!)
while walking in between
classes…
“Casefile: True Crime”
With
a
mysterious,
anonymous Australian narrator,
this award-winning true-crime
podcast has a chilling feel as it
digs deep into the circumstances
and investigations of both solved
and unsolved cases. It is not for
the faint of heart considering

The iconic Pillsbury sugar cookies.
Isabella Sanchez/The USD Vista

Fall-themed drinks at Holsem Coffee.
Photo Courtesy of Holsem Coffee

the narrator goes deep into the
grisly details of each case. The
episodes range from 20 minutes
to an hour and a half. Don’t
know where to start? Have a
listen to some of “Casefile’s”
most popular episodes on all
streaming platforms: “Case 50:
Jennifer Pan,” “Case 36: Amok,”
and the three-part episode “Case
76: Silk Road.” With expert
storytelling, “Casefile” makes it
very clear that sometimes fact is
scarier than fiction.
If you are in the mood to
eat a fall-themed treat but
want to ditch the overdone
pumpkin spice…
Pillsbury Shaped Ghost and
Pumpkin Sugar Cookies
The fall season is not truly
complete without the purchase
of Pillsbury’s ghost and pumpkin
themed signature sugar cookies.
With Halloween around the
corner, this iconic cookie is the

best holiday treat. So, forget
candy ─ these are the only fall
treats that are needed (and are
only $2.69). With an only 12
minute bake time, these festive
cookies can be popped in the
oven in between study sessions
or right before class. One bit of
advice, though: they are always
sold out, so make sure to go to
a local grocery store and snag
them before they are gone.
If you are in the mood to
switch it up from a classic
Pumpkin Spiced Latte to
other fall drinks...
Holsem Coffee
Located
on
University
Avenue, this modern coffee
shop rolls out their delicious
seasonal fall menu just in time
for the start of October. Despite
Pumpkin Spice Lattes (PSL)
being the usual fall drink, there’s
always time to try something
new. At a price of $5.25, their
Cookie
Butter
Cappuccino
features cookie butter and
espresso topped with the perfect
amount of nutmeg, while their
Apple Spice Tea Latte entails a
spiced apple cinnamon flavor.
While we all love a classic PSL,
check out these other autumnal
drinks to celebrate the season!
Sometimes the San Diego sun
makes it hard to feel like it’s
actually fall, especially being in
a beach town. Don’t fret, though,
as this fall guide will be sure to
bring on those festive vibes.
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Torero takes down
no. 76 in the world

August Holmgren upsets former Olympian at the San Diego Open
MARIA WATTERS
MANAGING EDITOR
Almost every young tennis
player shares the same dream:
to compete against a top-100
athlete on the Association for
Tennis Professionals (ATP)
tour. USD’s very own August
Holmgren did just that.
This year, San Diego had
the privilege of hosting the
San Diego Open at the Barnes
Tennis Center from Sept. 25
to Oct. 3. The ATP 250 event
was set to showcase the highest
caliber of talent from across
the word. Players like Diego
Schwartzman, the 29-year-old
Argentinian ranked no. 15 in
the world, who has been to the
US Open quarterfinals twice
and beaten the likes of Rafael
Nadal, to legends of the sport
like the notorious British player,
Andy Murray, would be at the
competition.
Having signed up as an
alternate for the event, USD
redshirt senior, men’s tennis
player,
August
Holmgren’s
chances of receiving a spot in
the qualifying round were slim.
It would require a player to
withdraw from the tournament
and no one to be ranked higher
than him to fill the vacancy.
Ranked no. 901 in the world,
he knew it was a long shot, but
on Friday, Sept. 24, Holmgren
found out he would have the
opportunity of a lifetime.
“I was at a meeting…and I
got this text from one of the guys
sitting at the tournament desk,”
Holmgren said. “He said, ‘Are
you in.’ I was like I think this
is good news but I’m not sure.
And so later he texted, ‘You are
playing tomorrow at 11 a.m.’”
Shortly after finding out
he would be playing in the
tournament, Holmgren learned
that his first-round opponent
would be Jordan Thompson,
the
28-year-old
Australian
entered into the tournament
ranked no. 76 in the world. He

USD redshirt senior August Holmgren (right) takes on Salvatore Caruso at the San Diego Open over the weekend.
Maria Watters/The USD Vista

represented Australia in the
2016 Olympics in Rio de Janeiro
and has amassed a total of over
$3.5 million in prize money
since going pro in 2013, making
Thompson the clear favorite in
the contest against Holmgren.
Despite
the
seemingly
insurmountable obstacle that
Thompson presented, Holmgren
didn’t
let
his
opponent’s
accolades affect his preparation
for the match.
“At the end of the day, a
match is a match, and I prepare
for every single match to the best
of my ability,” Holmgren said.
“What happens a lot of times
playing against big names, good
schools with top rankings, is
that there is a tendency to play
against the ranking rather than
the player.”
After having less than 24
hours to prepare and a serious
uphill battle ahead of him,
Holmgren took the court against
Thompson with one goal: to win.
Despite Holmgren’s lack of
experience playing against the
best in the world, he quickly
realized that he could compete
at that level.
“After the third game, I could
see that this match was going
to be on my racket,” Holmgren
said. “I was going to have the
chance to use my weapons in

this match… it would come down
to what was better, my forehand
or his defending skills.”
In the face of overwhelming
odds, and in front of Torero
tennis players and fans alike,
Holmgren defeated Thompson
in two sets, 6-4, 7-6. After
shaking hands with his opponent
and thanking the umpire,
Holmgren jumped into the arms
of his electrified teammates and
celebrated the biggest win of his
career.
But the revelry could only
last so long, as yet another topranked opponent stood between
Holmgren and the main draw
of the tournament. 28-yearold Italian, Salvatore Caruso,
entered into the second-round
contest ranked 126th in the
world. Caruso won his firstround match in three sets against
an American player ranked 178
in the world, Ernesto Escobedo,
7-5, 1-6, 6-4.
On Saturday, Sept 26.,
Holmgren and Caruso stepped
onto the stadium court at
Barnes, knowing that one would
move onto the main draw, and
the other would go home. Once
again, Holmgren could tell early
in the battle that the match was
going to be on his racket; another
contest between his forehand
and the defensive ability of his

opponent.
In the first set, Holmgren’s
forehand emerged victorious,
but the second set went to
Caruso. The third set saw a
back-and-forth battle of wills
to be decided in a seven-point
tiebreaker. After getting down
3-6, Holmgren saved 4 match
points to take the lead 7-6.
However, it was Caruso who
took the match, defeating the
Torero 4-6, 6-3, 7-6 (8).
Despite the loss, Holmgren
was
satisfied
with
his
performance and grateful for
all the support he received from
teammates, friends, and fans.
“Being at a high stage is a

different situation that I hadn’t
experienced before,” Holmgren
said. “I still have a lot of room
to grow in a lot of aspects of my
game so that I can consistently
play at that level and hopefully
surpass that level in the next
couple of years.”
Holmgren is eager to get back
to the Skip and Cindy Hogan
Tennis Center and improve his
game. He and the rest of his
teammates are hungry and ready
to be a force in the men’s tennis
competition in the 2022 season.
“My goal this year is to win
a
national
championship,”
Holmgren said. “My goal for the
team is to regain the WCC (West
Coast Conference) title. We are
going to make the sweet 16 in the
NCAA (tournament). I’m going
to try to win the NCAA singles
title. We are going to have teams
compete in the NCAA doubles
tournament as well.”
Torero tennis fans will have
to wait until the spring to see
if Holmgren’s ambitions will
be achieved, but they can rest
assured that Holmgren and the
rest of the men’s tennis team will
be working tirelessly towards
that end.
Holmgren will be competing
next as a collegiate athlete
in the International Tennis
Association Men’s All Americans
Championship
in
Tulsa,
Oklahoma on Oct. 6.

August Holmgren meets fans after his upset win over Jordan Thompson.
Maria Watters/The USD Vista

USD hosts Brooklyn Nets

NBA preseason training camps bring teams from all over the country to San Diego
JAREK MORGAN
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
The University of San Diego
is known for having one of the
most beautiful college campuses
in the nation — so well known
that the National Basketball
Association’s (NBA) Brooklyn
Nets wanted to see it for
themselves. The Nets used the
Jenny Craig Pavilion facilities

for the past week to better
themselves before the start of
the NBA preseason.
General
Manager,
Sean
Marks, talked with the Vista
about what it is like being back
on campus with such high caliber
talent on his current roster.
“We love coming to colleges
like this,” Marks said. “Getting
to see hard working students
is something we love to see.
We love supporting the youth

and watching them fulfill their
lifelong dreams.”
It’s
not
easy
keeping
such prominent professional
athletes happy, but Marks has
an incredible sense of what his
veteran players can do for his
organization.
“We got guys like Ky[rie
Irving] who make every locker
room better, guys like [James]
Harden who is the glue to this
team, and players like Kevin

Durant who is the best scorer
I’ve ever witnessed play the
game,” Marks said.
The Nets won their first
preseason game on Sunday, Oct.
3, dominating the Los Angeles
Lakers 123-97.
They will continue their
preseason on Friday, Oct. 8
against the Milwuakee Bucks.
Prior to their arrival at USD,
the Nets were riddled with
controversy surrounding their

players’
vaccination
status.
Specifically, Kyrie Irving has been
at the forefront of the discussion
surrounding his choice to reject
the COVID-19 vaccine. Irving
is not able to practice with the
team in Brooklyn, but was a full
participant in practices at USD.
If Irving does not get
vaccinated, he cannot play
in certain cities, including
Brooklyn, and will forfeit his pay
for all games missed.
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Defense plays important role
in first win of season
Torero football manages to overcome newly Division I St. Thomas

MARI OLSON
SPORTS EDITOR
The University of San Diego
football team found its first
win of the season on Saturday,
Oct. 2, beating the St. Thomas
University Tommies 27-24. This
was the first time the two teams
have played each other.
The USD coaching staff made
a few offensive changes coming
into the game, most notably
starting graduate student and
backup
quarterback,
Judd
Erickson, over their usual
starting quarterback, graduate
student, Mason Randall. Head
coach, Dale Lindsey, explained
his choice to change their starter.
“We were 0-4. Mason hadn’t
exactly resembled Bart Starr. We
thought we’d give somebody else
a chance, bring some life to the
program,” Lindsey said.
The Toreros got off to a good
start, with Erickson passing for
80 yards and one touchdown in
the first quarter.
The points were scored by
redshirt junior wide receiver,
Christian Brown, who caught
a 6-yard pass from Erickson in
the endzone. The extra point
was converted by junior kicker,
Brandon Eickert, to put the
Toreros up 7-0 with just under
six minutes left.
The Tommies were able to tie
the game at 7 just before the end
of the first quarter with a picksix off a pass by Erickson.
St. Thomas continued their
advance in the second quarter,
scoring again with less than nine
minutes left in the first half to
put the Tommies up 7-14.
The Toreros were able to tie
the game, however, with senior
safety, Hunter Nichols, making
a good kickoff return to set up
USD’s second touchdown of
the game. Redshirt junior wide
receiver, Michael Carner, caught
a pass from Erickson to make
the score 14-14.
Nichols had two interceptions
in two minutes to end the first
half.
The Tommies started off the
second half with a bang, scoring
a field goal with 10:15 left in the
third quarter to put them up 1417.
Erickson threw another picksix less than a minute later, and
the extra point kick was good to
put the Tommies up ten points,
at 14-24.
The Torero defense stepped
it up in the third quarter,
making a huge stop essentially at
USD’s goal line to deny another
touchdown to the Tommies.
Redshirt sophomore and
defensive tackle, Will Buck, got
his first sack of the game to give

COMING UP
THIS WEEK

USD senior linebacker Kama Kamaka (47) celebrates scoring a key touchdown with senior safety Hunter Nichols (6).
Photo courtesy of Thomas Christensen/USD Athletics

Graduate student and running back Terrence Smith makes a physical play with the football against the Tommie defense.
Photo courtesy of Thomas Christensen/USD Athletics

Graduate student and quarterback Mason Randall (10) made important plays in the second half to find the win for USD.
Photo courtesy of Thomas Christiansen/USD Athletics

possession back to USD.
USD’s coaching staff made
a second quarterback change
at that point, bringing Randall

back in place of Erickson.
Randall played the first
few minutes following his
return like his life depended

USD VB vs Gonzaga
Thursday, Oct. 7
7 p.m.
Jenny Craig Pavilion

on it, completing three passes
in a row to freshman wide
receiver, Ja’seem Reed, and to
Carner. The Toreros advanced

USD WSOC @ BYU
Saturday, Oct. 9
4 p.m.
Watch: BYUTV.com

far enough up the field to put
themselves within field goal
range, and Eickert converted a
field goal attempt to bring USD
back into the game at 17-24.
The defense once again rose
to the occasion after another
turnover, with senior linebacker,
Kama Kamaka, forcing a fumble
from the St. Thomas offense.
Kamaka scooped the ball and
ran into the endzone for the
Toreros’ third touchdown of the
evening, tying the game once
again at 24 after Eickert made
the extra point kick.
Kamaka knew his touchdown
was important to the team.
“I put it on myself to score the
touchdown,” Kamaka said. “It
was huge for our momentum.”
The Tommies couldn’t get
back into it after Kamaka’s
touchdown, and the Torero
defense didn’t let anything slip
through the cracks.
The USD offense continued to
try to make something happen.
Graduate student running back,
Terrence Smith, made a 63-yard
run with six minutes to go in the
game to put the ball firmly in the
Tommies’ territory.
After making it to the St.
Thomas 13 yard line and on a
fourth down, the Toreros went
for a field goal. Eickert’s attempt
was good, and the Toreros went
up for the first time since the
first quarter, putting the score at
27-24.
The defense rounded out the
game with a few more impressive
plays.
Buck got two more sacks on
the St. Thomas quarterback, and
sophomore linebacker, Jagger
Pagano, added in one sack of his
own late in the fourth quarter.
USD held out for the win,
with a final score of 27-24.
Lindsey was happy with the
result, but not with the game.
“If there’s an ugly way to win,
that’s what that was,” Lindsey
said. “We made it extremely
difficult for ourselves.”
Lindsey was reaonably happy
with his defense’s performance.
“They played extremely well
under bad circumstances. That’s
how they should play,” Lindsey
said.
Lindsey was still optimistic
about the rest of the season.
“It feels a hell of a lot better
than those four losses,” Lindsey
said.
The Toreros play Butler
University away on Saturday,
Oct. 9, and then will return
to Torero Stadium for their
homecoming
game
against
Drake University the following
Saturday, Oct. 16. Butler is
2-3 overall and 0-2 in Pioneer
Football League (PFL) play. USD
is 1-1 in the PFL.

USD FB @ Butler
Saturday, Oct. 9
9 a.m.
Indianapolis, IN

Mari Olson/The USD Vista

